PREMIER BRAZING ALLOYS
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Brazing Alloys And More Here!.
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About Us
An invincible venture, Premier Brazing Alloys, is suﬃcing ongoing needs of Round Brass Rod, Gas
Welding Wire, Copper Brazing Alloy and many more valuable products. The manufacturing unit
has achieved tremendous respect in this competitive world by coming up with Soldering Fluxes,
Welding Rods and other quality assured solutions that conform to higher standards of quality. Our
low-priced product series is meeting choices of patrons coming from varied ﬁnancial
backgrounds. The quality we bring out as a manufacturer is worth relying on owing to the accurate
application of advanced production ways. Our adroit team has ability to administer feedback that
existing users give about our offerings. Received feedback helps our perfection-committed
enterprise in realizing customers active responses.
Amidst this competition, no venture can turn down a project as businesses are geared towards
achieving constant growth. Disappointed patrons and half done projects can do great harm to a
business. Executing small, medium and large quantity projects from beginning to end becomes
much easy with a new business weapon named, Infrastructure. Yes, we are right, managing
different customers and their projects becomes hassle free, primarily due to our resilient
infrastructure, which has all traits of being considered progressive. This progressive business
weapon aids our concern in carrying out orders without failing on any provided aspect. From
production to storage, our team does everything with our quality conﬁrmed infrastructural support.
Premier Brazing Alloys knows with certainty that 100% quality is perhaps one exclusive element
whose prime value can never be overlooked at any point of time. Our concern has far better
realization of quality value than the rest in this sphere and thus, lays signiﬁcant focus on bringing
forward quality that cannot be copied. Our quality is unique and worth relying on as we put into
practice sophisticated techniques and tools in our production activity. We meet demands
pertaining to 100% right quality Copper Brazing Alloy, Gas Welding Wire and many more items at
time assured to customers.

key Facts
Nature of Business: Manufacturer, Supplier & Wholesaler
Year of Establishment: 2012
GST No.: Proprietorship Firm
Ownership Type: Proprietorship Firm
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Our Products

Soldering Paste

Tin Lead Solder Sticks

Brass Welding Rod

Brass Square Metal Rod
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Round Brass Rod

Industrial Copper Brazing Rod

Brass Brazing Rod

Gas Welding Wire
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Contact Us
B No. S-80, Phase-1, Badli Industrial Area Esate
Delhi - 110042, India

Mr Hemant Aneja (Proprietor)

brazing11@gmail.com
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